MAKE A
SPLASH WITH
AQUAPUR

WHAT IS AQUAPUR?
AquaPur is an innovative new package designed
specifically for bag-in-box water applications. The
AquaPur film was designed to deliver outstanding
durability and preserve water’s natural freshness
and purity. The development of AquaPur
included rigorous 3rd party sensory testing

SAVE SHIPPING COSTS
AND SHELF SPACE

to validate its protection against any outside
flavor contaminates. AquaPur’s robust film and
dispensing tap allows you to conveniently enjoy
bag-in-box water in virtually any environment.

Bag-in-box maximizes your transportation efficiency and
shelf space. The design of AquaPur’s package allows for
greater shelf visibility and more efficient use of shelf
space as compared to traditional water bottles.

AQUAPUR DELIVERS 23%
SPACE REDUCTION
The 5L AquaPur bag-in-box reduces storage,
transportation, and shelf space by 23% over the 10 0.5L bottles shown below. As a result, less energy is
required to provide customers your valuable product.

AVAILABLE FROM 3L TO 20L

The unfilled bag-in-box package further optimizes your
transportation costs, saving you money while reducing
your carbon footprint.

PRESERVE FRESHNESS
AQUAPUR
10.25” H x 8.5” D x 4.12” W
(20cm H x 30cm W x 20cm W)
360 CUBIC INCHES

BOTTLES
7.50” H x 12.50” D x 5” W
(19cm H x 32cm W x 25cm W)
469 CUBIC INCHES

AquaPur’s water film preserves your water’s flavor and
freshness. It is BPA free, ensuring your customers will
receive the highest quality product from you with bagin-box. Contact Liqui-Box today for more information!

The durable outer film layer provides
optimal protection for your water through
filling, transportation and delivery.

The inner film layer preserves your waters
freshness and taste ensuring the highest
quality water is delivered every time.

CONVENIENT DISPENSING
The AquaPur dispensing tap has been developed
specifically for the needs of the water market to deliver an
outstanding experience. AquaPur’s tap makes dispensing
quality water quick and convenient in any environment.

MAXIMIZE YOUR BRAND
Bag-in-box allows you to maximize your brand exposure

USE AQUAPUR
EVERYWHERE
AquaPur’s dispensing tap makes it a
perfect option for storage and dispensing
in your refrigerator, on kitchen counter
tops, or the dinner table.

with highly visible customer facing graphics and increased
label area.
AquaPur integrates seamlessly with
industry standard bag-in-box chillers,
which make it the ideal option to replace
your old worn out office water cooler.

AquaPur’s flexibility also makes it
convenient for family picnics, sporting
events, or other outdoor activities.

AquaPur delivers the flexibility to choose
your secondary packaging and maximize
your brand visibility.

Liqui-Box innovates to fulfill global liquid
packaging needs with reliable and sustainable
solutions that protect your liquid assets and
propel your performance and productivity.

OUR EXPERTS ARE
READY TO TEAM UP
WITH YOURS TO
ACHIEVE SUCCESS

Global headquarters
1-800-260-4376
Worldwide locations
liquibox.com

